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Mission Statement
Beth Shalom is a Jewish community formed by people of diverse backgrounds. We are
united in a common desire to be inspired by the richness of our tradition through active
participation in all aspects of Jewish life. As individuals and families, we strive to take part in
meaningful religious practice, develop a love of life-long learning, engage with Jewish ethical
ideals and moral values, reaffirm the bonds that unite Jews around the world, and build a
communal home for our members.
As a congregation, we understand that the active participation and commitment of all our
members is fundamental to the growth and prosperity of a strong Jewish community. We
reach out to welcome and embrace those who want to be part of the Jewish people, those
who are accompanying and supporting their Jewish family members, and all those who are
not yet integrated into Jewish community life.

Our Vision
At Beth Shalom our mission is to become-for the people of southern and western Wake
County – a community where the richness and fullness of Jewish life can be experienced,
explored, and enjoyed. Allowing for difference of opinions and interests, and respecting
personal choices – as is the Reform Jewish tradition – we dedicate ourselves to these
purposes:
⮚ To take part in inspiring religious practice, cherishing our heritage and customs even as
we recreate and renew our tradition for ourselves and for our children;
⮚ To continually educate ourselves, developing knowledge and appreciation for our culture,
making Talmud Torah – questioning, studying and learning – an engaging and defining
endeavor for all, young and old;
⮚ To constantly probe and apply our moral and ethical values, making our best contribution
to Tikkun Olam – repairing the world – through acts of kindness and social justice, loving
our neighbor, and caring for God’s creation;
⮚ To connect with and support Jews around the world, reaffirming the bonds that unite
Jews to one another, and recognizing our historic and special bond to the State of Israel;
and
⮚ To create a home for all our members, sharing in the building and sustaining an
environment where personal bonds and connections grow, leading to a real and warm
sense of community which provides support in good times and bad times.
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Aware of the unique and changing conditions of our community in this part of North
Carolina, we actively reach out to welcome and embrace those who want to be part of the
Jewish people, those who are accompanying and supporting their Jewish family members,
and all those Jews who are not yet integrated into Jewish community life.
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Rabbi’s Message 2020 - 2021
RABBI ARIEL EDERY
Dear Beth Shalom Friends,
As I write these words, I am reminded of a beautiful 13th century Hebrew song, written by a
Spanish cantor in Gerona. The song has a phrase that repeats at the end of each verse:
"May the year end, with all its curses!". Then as the song reaches the final verse the refrain
changes, to: "May the year begin, with its blessings!"
We have lived through a long and challenging year of the pandemic and all its curses. It has
been a very hard year for our health, for our economy, for our mental health, for our social
life, for our family life. And for our Jewish community, this has been the most challenging
year I have ever lived through. The worst possible thing that can be brought upon a
congregation like our Beth Shalom, is the impossibility of being a congregation - the end of
our gathering together, of volunteering together, of celebrating together.
But now, as more and more of us are immunized, and as we begin to see life resuming
slowly to be as it was before, I feel the joy of that last verse: Let the year begin with all its
blessings!
It is an old cliché, but simply true: nothing makes you appreciate something you have more
than losing it. This pandemic showed us how our very health, our personal and collective
wellbeing, truly depend on our connecting with each other, our sharing our lives with each
other.
I want to recognize here, and give thanks, for what helped me go through this last year: our
community, those of us who did not let the mandated isolation separate us, those of you
who found the ways to join, over zoom or in a musical video, those of us who still found the
ways to engage in social justice, in bridge building across faith communities, in keeping our
children engaged on Sunday school, those whose dedication and personal involvement
made possible for all to enjoy holy-days and Bnei Mitzvahs, to still have Shabbat as an
island of calm and warmth in the most difficult time. When - despite Covid - we gathered to
study and learn and discuss, and when we gathered to cook or mix drinks, when we joined
remotely for a comedy show, that’s when I knew we will overcome the pandemic, and come
out stronger from it.
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To you all, and especially to our leaders on the board and committees, and our small but
valuable staff, I say “thank you” for being wonderful partners in sustaining our warm,
welcoming, supportive, and inspiring Jewish community.
To those of you who have participated occasionally, but have not taken a deep dive yet; to
those of you who have seen others lead, but have not join the leading yet – I say, take the
plunge, take another step, and step up your engagement joining the good people among us
in doing whatever is most dear to your heart: support our teens program; do interfaith
bridge-building; help us care for each other at our times of need and of joy; make a
difference for social justice; enhance our music and our ceremonies and help us bring
beauty into our events; help us grow our beloved Beth Shalom.
Even in hard times, especially in challenging times, we rely on our Jewish experience of
thousands of years of incredible hardships, yet even more incredible overcoming of those
challenges! The secret of how to do that is at plain sight: it’s called Community, it is one
person at a time caring to live life connected to each other and to our wonderfully rich and
insightful tradition.
Rabbi Ariel Edery
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President’s Message 2020 - 2021
BETH NATHISON
I recently left a job that I spent almost nine years learning and mastering. When I originally
joined my company, a good friend who was hiring took a chance on me when I had no
experience in the field and was coming from a completely different type of career. I had my
share of disappointments and frustrations, but I also learned more in those 9 years than I
think I have in my entire lifetime of learning. I became skilled, confident, and successful, but
more importantly, I developed many, many close relationships that shaped me into the
person I am today. As I move on to begin a new role at a different company, I am
experiencing many of the same emotions I felt nine years ago—anticipation, nervousness,
hope, and above all, excitement.
It is so interesting how my journey as President of Beth Shalom has tracked very similarly.
Two years ago, Rabbi Edery, Sally Zenick and Lynn Albert took a chance on me when I
raised my hand and volunteered to lead our congregation as President. While I have always
been involved with some aspect of leadership throughout my time at Beth Shalom, the
prospect of fulfilling this key role was intimidating, and they recognized my hesitation, built
me up, supported me, and never wavered in their belief that I could do the job. On June 9,
2019, when you voted to put your support behind me as President and to endorse our
current board, I don’t think any of us could have ever predicted the trials we would face
throughout the global pandemic.
During my first week “on the job,” I received a critical bit of advice from former Beth Shalom
President Pam Rehbock, a dear friend and fellow board member who has been instrumental
in helping me navigate the last two years. She told me that I would be successful if I could
always focus on two things…PEOPLE and PRIORITIES. I have tried to keep this advice
front of mind throughout my leadership over the last two years, and one of my proudest
accomplishments to date has been working with my Beth Shalom friends and colleagues to
keep our congregation’s spirit and heart alive in a time when many, many organizations
have not been able to survive. We have welcomed new families into the fold, we have
executed programming in amazingly new and unique ways, we have celebrated and
mourned with each other, and we have educated our children without interruption. We have
persevered and our congregation is undoubtedly better because of it.
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I can confidently and with strong conviction state that I would never have wanted to weather
this storm with any other group of leaders for any other group of congregants. These
PEOPLE and their ability to focus on the PRIORITIES of our incredibly special congregation
got us to the other side, and this work has set us up for success for years and years to
come. It's not about what people say they prioritize, or what they think they should prioritize,
or even what they want to prioritize. What matters is what people do prioritize. What matters
is where they spend their time and energy. Our time truly is where we devote our passions,
and our passions are what define us. Beth Shalom leadership and staff GOT THE JOB
DONE, and you, our faithful members, who joined us along the way for this crazy, scary,
traumatic, unprecedented, and sometimes gut-wrenching time were the reason why. You are
our PEOPLE, you are our PRIORITIES, and you are our PASSION. Thank you.
At a time when our very well-being as Jews is being threatened, it is our responsibility to
support our local Jewish community in any way we can. It is our job to make this place, OUR
place, a PRIORITY. Beth Shalom’s doors are wide open for you, and we are doing great
things here. We want you to be a part of the good work we are doing. We want to be a
PRIORITY for you, and we will make you a PRIORITY of ours. Too often our days are spent
on the urgent and pressing needs of day-to-day life, on things like the offboarding and
onboarding of new jobs, and we lose sight of the truly important work that God expects of
us—the work of improving our family, our community, and the world. Let us agree to make
each other a PRIORITY, and let us do it together.
Shalom.
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2020-2021 Financial Summary &
2021-2022 Operating Budget Proposal
Fiscal Year 2020-21
This year has seen a lot of highs and lows for the congregation on many fronts, including
our finances. With the onset of the Coronavirus pandemic, the ensuing closure of our
building, and cancellation of most in-person activities, we saw a larger number of members
choose not to renew their memberships than usual. The net result of this was that our
annual dues revenue was about $30k under our target for the year.
Despite these setbacks, we had a number of things that truly made a difference. A number
of families significantly increased their giving. In addition, we applied for a loan under the
Paycheck Protection Program, which we received and which has been forgiven. Most
importantly, a call for extra donations went out in early 2021, which led to significant new
donations coming in. The generosity of our members is truly the foundation on which
everything else we do is built.
In addition, we had a pair of water leaks inside the building which have now been fixed.
This incurred a significant expense, which was largely offset by payments from insurance.
You will see the impact on both the revenue & the expense side of the Facilities portion of
our 2020/2021 financial projection.
With the combination of the extra contributions & the PPP program funds, we expect to
show a net positive for the 2020/2021 fiscal year.
Fiscal Year 2021-2022
The Board approved the 2021-22 Beth Shalom operating budget that follows at the end of
this report, and is being submitted for congregational approval. It is driven by the following
assumptions, changes and goals:
All dues & fees remain the same
Based on projected membership as of July 1, 2021
We have applied for a second loan under the Paycheck Protection Program. We currently
meet all the criteria to have this second loan forgiven as well, and expect to hear back very
early in the 21/22 fiscal year. For this reason we are including the full value of this loan on
our budget for the 21/22 fiscal year. If that loan is not forgiven, it would push our budget
significantly into the negative. However the risk of this is quite low based on all information
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currently available.
Over 70% of the Beth Shalom operating revenue comes from dues and donations. The
recommended Minimum Annual Contribution amounts for 2021-22 are indicated in the chart
that follows. We hope, however, that those members who are able to give more in support
of Beth Shalom will choose to do so. More than 30% of our families are unable to contribute
at the minimum level of support, so those giving more are vital to ensuring that Beth
Shalom.
Minimum Annual Commitment Giving Levels
A household’s MAC is based on the age of the oldest adult as of July 1.

Age

Category

Minimum Annual
Commitment 2021-21

Under 30

Full-Time Student
(Individual)
Individual

$71
$228

Under 30

Family

$450

30 – 34

Individual

$678

30 – 34

Family

$1,350

35 – 64

Individual

$1,866

35 – 64

Family

$2,511

65 and Over

Individual

$1011

65 and Over

Family

$1,682

For congregants who can afford to pay significantly more than the MAC, the Board has
established “Honor Circles for Annual Giving Donations” ranging from $3,600 to over
$10,800. Contributors who give at these levels receive special recognition.
Honor Circle
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Annual Donations

Mitzvah Circle

$3,600

President’s Honor Circle

$5,400

Rabbi’s Honor Circle

$7,200

Circle of Blessing

$9,000

Circle of Life

$10,800

Religious School and Teen Fees
Religious school tuition and teen fees are separate from general synagogue support. The Religious
School offers classes for children in pre-kindergarten through 7th grade. Once again this year, a fee
of $100 will be assessed for every teen in 8th – 12th grades, no matter their level of participation.
This fee gives teens access to all teen programs, including the Madrichim program, BeshTY, and the
teen class (Please note, rising 6th and 7th graders may register for Junior BeshTY without paying
the teen fee).

Tuition

Book
Fee

Family
Project and
Supplies
Fee

Pre-kindergarten Kindergarten
1st Grade

$343.00

NA

$15.00

$358.00

$343.00

$15.00

$15.00

$373.00

2nd Grade

$343.00

$26.00

$46.00

$415.00

3rd & 4th Grades

$675.00

$26.00

$46.00

$747.00

5th Grade

$675.00

$26.00

$49.00

$750.00

6th Grade

$675.00

$26.00

$61.00

$762.00

7th Grade

$675.00

NA

$15.00

$690.00

NA

NA

NA

$100.00

Grade/Program

*8th-12th Grades Teen
Fee
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Total Fee

Budget for 2021-2022
The following is a high-level summary. If you would like a detailed budget or have any
questions, please email treasurer@bethshalomnc.org

2019-20
Income
Actual
School & B'nei Mitzvah $64,747
Facilities
$2,195
Member Dues
$355,908
Donations & Fundraising $67,619
PPP Loan Forgiveness
TOTAL INCOME $490,469
Expense
School & B'nei Mitzvah $104,080
Facilities
$54,566
Rabbinic expenses
$171,100
Mortgage
$64,380
Office & Administrative
$93,756
URJ Membership
$15,000
Fundraising & High
Holidays & Events
$11,286
TOTAL EXPENSE $514,166

2020-21
Est Actual
$56,726
$16,140*
$364,249
$61,264
$56,100
$554,479

Proposed
2021-22
$58,825
$1,000
$365,200
$86,208
$54,000
$565,233

$109,271
$71,664*
$179,636
$48,285**
$91,913
$12,500

$118,899
$55,504***
$190,067
$64,379
$95,699
$18,000

$945
$514,214

$4,000
$546,548

Net

$40,265

$18,685

-$23,697

*Higher numbers due to expense of repairing leaks and reimbursement income from
insurance.
**Bank deferred payments for part of this past year.
***Additional cleaning expenses may be incurred as we return to full use of the building.
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Vice President of Community 2020-2021
JESSICA SCHMITT
There are three main committees that fall under VP of Community. These are:
The Caring Committee (Hineinu) is dedicated to assisting with the physical, emotional, and
spiritual support and well-being of our Beth Shalom community. This committee supports the
Beth Shalom community in performing mitzvot such as: visiting the sick (Bikur Kholim),
comforting the mourner (Nichum Avelim), comforting the distressed (Nichum Metzukah), and
welcoming a new baby (Shalom Tinok).
The principal mission of the Social Action Committee is the pursuit of Tikkun Olam, repairing
the world. This committee provides individual and group opportunities that allow members to
pursue Tikkun Olam through tzedakah, acts of kindness and giving back to our community.
The Social Committee creates, plans, and organizes a variety of events which allow our
members to spend time together socializing and strengthening friendships and provides the
opportunity to meet new friends as well. Their work is an integral part of creating a fun,
engaged, and dynamic community here at Beth Shalom. Events have included a family
Hanukkah party, an adult Purim party, Got Culture, and other family game nights. This past
year has presented us all with unimaginable difficulties. COVID-19 put an abrupt halt to our
ability to worship in and join one another in friendship in our building. The essence of
Community is togetherness and gathering together was simply not possible. I am extremely
proud of the efforts and accomplishments made to keep us all connected throughout this
unprecedented time.
The Board accomplished a Phone Call Drive to all members to check in, offer hope and
kindness and gather information on those in need. Another Phone Call Drive is currently
underway. A "Book of Life" volunteer spreadsheet was created and was very successful in
generating many more volunteers! Thank you to all who added their names and as we return
to some normalcy we will reach out and hope that you will still be willing to get involved!

Thank you to Harriet Dank and Janet Zevin for writing cards on behalf of the congregation to
those who had lost loved ones. I know some may have been missed and I apologize for that.
Our Got Culture events went virtual including yoga, cooking for Passover and a cocktail class,
among others. I wish to thank everyone involved in coordinating these events as well as those
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members who attended and participated. Please continue to follow our calendar and enews
for more upcoming events, especially with the weather getting warmer. Thank you to Joann
Eder for helping me plan and coordinate our new Walking Club! We had several successful
events and more will be coming soon. Also many thanks to Shana Lieberman for her tireless
assistance in getting details out in our publications.

May 2nd was Good Deeds Day and I hope many of you had the chance to take part in a wide
variety of offerings in the community.
It has been an honor to serve our beloved Beth Shalom and I will continue to be involved
going forward. I truly cherish the feeling of family and belongingness I have come to feel being
a part of this community over the years.
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Vice President of Facilities 2020-2021
MICHAEL MARINO
It has been a difficult year for all of us with the COVID-19 pandemic severely limiting the use
of our building. We thank you all for your patience, and we very much look forward to
welcoming everyone back as the ever-changing public health status allows.
One of our biggest goals was to recruit more volunteers to help with landscaping and with
events. We are able to achieve that on both fronts. We were able to mulch the entire area
parallel to Yates Mill Pond Road in front of the temple for the first time. We also replaced and
refreshed mulch on the rest of the property including new playground mulch for the play area
and the gaga pit. The playset was rebuilt and reinforced by a contractor and volunteers
applied a new coat of stain.
Though we had no indoor events, we do have new volunteers to help when we can have
parties in the building once again.
There were two major leaks that affected classrooms 1, 7, and 8. Contractors were brought in
to repair and rebuild all leaky fixtures in the bathrooms as well as a broken pipe leading from
our well. Carpeting and drywall were replaced in the rooms affected. Air scrubbers were run
during remediation and a plant-based antimicrobial cleaner was applied to all affected areas.
The major project was done in conjunction with Toby Kennedy, VP of Safety and Systems.
Our major goal for this year is to welcome everyone back to our building.
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Vice President of Fundraising 2020 - 2021
JAMIE SCHIMMEL
In times of Covid, all organizations have felt the financial crunch as peoples discretionary
dollars have been limited and there have been no opportunity for organizations to bring
people physically together to support traditional fundraising efforts. For Beth Shalom, that has
meant not being able to hold our traditional annual Gala and auction which typically generates
a large portion of our fundraising income.
We had some of our traditional ways to reach out to our Beth Shalom members to donate and
produce new opportunities for our members to support our community. Our Beth Shalom
family did not disappoint and gave generously throughout the year.
Our annual Simcha Gram fundraiser at the High Holidays was a success, and allowed Beth
Shalom members to wish their friends and family a Happy New Year!
Traditionally, Beth Shalom has seen a significant amount of income from the selling of tickets
to High Holy Days Services as well as donations received during this time. As we were forced
to hold services virtually, we recognized that this stream of income would be limited so we
produced a refrigerator magnet signifying this unique time entitled Separated by distance,
together in spirit... and requested donations in that manner.
In December, Beth Shalom launched another fundraising campaign. Thanks to the incredible
efforts of Steve Weitzman, a sustained donor program was developed with significant financial
commitments from several members of Beth Shalom to donate over the next 3-5 years. In
addition, a request for general donations was also sent to the congregation at this time which
generated a significant response from membership.
We have also continued to support our more "passive" fundraisers such as Amazon Prime
Smiles, Harris Teeter Together in Education, and our monthly Last Wednesday Night Out at
Mookies.
Through all of these efforts, Beth Shalom members have shown their generous commitment
to sustaining our community and we look forward to a time in the near future when we can
physically come together and celebrate one another.
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Vice President of Lifelong Learning 2020 - 2021
Leslie Sauerbrei
Beth Shalom’s education programs reach congregants and their families through our
Religious School, Youth Groups, and Adult Education. All these efforts further our mission “to
continually educate ourselves, developing knowledge and appreciation for our culture, making
Talmud Torah –questioning, studying and learning—an engaging and defining endeavor for
all, young and old.”
As the COVID19 pandemic continued throughout the whole of 2020, all aspects of learning
pivoted to new avenues of engagement and creativity.
Adult learning found new ways to connect safely. In the fall there was an online lecture series
“How to be a Mensch in Modern Times” that was full of lively discussion. Area networks also
made great content available to the local congregations. The Adult Hebrew class went online
and was so successful that a new session was scheduled and started in January 2021. An
Adult B’nai Mitzvah class is starting in March with a goal of having the participants lead
services this summer. The “Got Culture” team went “Pandemic Style” this fall with online yoga
classes, an online cooking demonstration for Passover and there are future plans for more
online festivities and socially distanced activities on the back lawn (more yoga, movies, etc.).
The Religious School currently has 64 students enrolled in grades PK-7th. Lynn completely
revamped the curriculum for online learning. Students meet online Sunday (K-7) and Monday
and Tuesday (3-7) to cover the full range of Hebrew and other Jewish learning. Family
Shabbat services have resumed in 2021.
B’nai Mitzvah training has also continued online with online tutorials prior to the event, and
limited family participation in person on the day and the service broadcast online for other
attendees.
Our Jr. and Sr. BeShTY groups have done socially distanced in person events on the back
lawn of the Temple (outdoor movies and services) and online events (online escape room and
Chanukah gift exchange).
While we are taking care to keep our congregation safe during difficult times, the creativity of
our members found many ways to connect and support each other. We are able to show the
broader public that Beth Shalom is a lively and vibrant community with much to offer. We are
very thankful for all the support our programs have received and look forward to seeing each
other in person soon.
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Vice President of Prayer 2020 - 2021
JUDITH HODGINS
The Ritual Committee continues to plan and program both Shabbats, holidays and special
events that pertain to ritual. Obviously the pandemic greatly affected our efforts this year.
Admittedly, there was a learning curve, especially with the transition to our virtual world, but
as usual these amazing people stepped up to continue to provide you quality and meaningful
services. First and foremost, Lisa Sharp- who takes notes and is the Music Liaison and has
been my right hand person for a few years now without whom I could not properly lead Ritual.
Secondly, Kate Steiman whose enthusiasm is infectious, volunteered and has agreed to both
lead Ritual and take over my job as VP of Prayer going forward, Maxine Senet who continues
to help in quiet ways and goes above and beyond to lead our Yom Hashoah service, Steve
Shelton- is our lifeline to facilities , Izy Nardin- our High Holidays chief extraordinaire, and
finally, our MVP this year goes to Jamie Katz Court and Barnaby Court and their group of
volunteers for Audio Visual aid- they are our techno geniuses that helped us transition from in
service shabbats to the virtual world of Zoom. The following names are the AV SquadMichael Cohen, Sharon Lord, Olive Swanson, Izy Nardin, Stephanie Pompeo and Larry
Ginsburg.
I cannot tell you how important their job was and how critical it was for them to step up and
transition in a rapid and timely fashion- They worked closely with Rabbi and Beth Nathison
during a very stressful time to bring you a proper Shabbat which enabled Beth Shalom to
remain whole. From the bottom of my heart I say YASHER KOACH to them. Please consider
a donation in their name to AV ritual to help fund items that are desperately needed as we
move forward into a more tech savvy world at Beth Shalom.
Summer 2020- intense discussions were under way to decide how to move forward in a
Pandemic world safely. It was decided that gathering would be too unsafe and the difficult
decision was made to have high Holidays virtually. We even tried to plan outdoor events in
the summer and fall but it was decided then that the risk was too great. After much pain and
agony, we presented the high holidays virtually. It was actually very well attended!
● September 2020 – First ever virtual High Holidays
● October 2020 - Sukkot Shabbat , Simchat Torah,
● November 2020 - Veterans Shabbat, Interfaith Shabbat of Gratitude
● December 2020 - Chanukah Shabbat- community lighting of Menorahs
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●

●
●
●
●

January 2021 - Martin Luther King Shabbat- multiple congregations from NC gathered
together via Zoom with a guest speaker from the Southern Poverty Law Center, Shabbat
Shira – amazing technology and collections of singers, musicians and a songwriter!
February 2021 - Shabbat Syrah wine and chocolate fundraiser- Thank you to all the
people who made this great effort a success.
March 2021- Boy Scout/ Girl Scout Shabbat
April 2021 Yom Hashoah- guest speaker, Yom Haatzmaut
May 2021 Graduation and teacher appreciation

We are always looking for new people to join our committee to bring new ideas to make
prayer even better in our temple. We are constantly reviewing our policies to make your
Shabbats and holidays a more enjoyable experience. If you have thoughts, ideas or even
criticism- please get involved! Please reach out if ritual is of interest to you! This will allow for
continuity within the synagogue. Sometimes we just need one thing done- and the volunteers
on the Ritual Committee are here to make your experience at Beth Shalom more enjoyable!
In conclusion, I am now finishing my term as your VP of Prayer (6th year of three two-year
terms) and wanted to say a few words- Thank you so much for this opportunity. I began this
journey with much coaxing from Rabbi- I had much to learn and from this experience I grew in
many ways I did not expect. One of the pillars of Judaism is education/learning. From great
challenges we grow. An example of this was going to a virtual Shabbat on a computer. Yes, it
is distant, we cannot touch and hug our families and friends and share a cup of wine or an
oneg and yet, attendance remained strong – that personal connection that we so desire as
human beings did not go away and we have now decided that virtual Shabbat is here to stay
even when we gather together in the building- it is very helpful for those that are shut incannot drive at night or get home too late from work to make it to shul on time- and for those
people- this Shabbat connection is integral and we never would have learned this without the
pandemic- Out of difficulty comes strength. And for this techno challenged girl, I learned that I
loved Zoom. It has been a privilege serving and I will continue to remain an active participant
in my beloved Beth Shalom.
May you be healthy, strong, wise, cherish those you love and be blessed. I look forward to
seeing everyone soon.
Shalom
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Vice President of Safety and Systems 2020 - 2021
TOBY KENNEDY
The major efforts in 2020-21 were driven by the impacts and response to COVID-19, and
to a lesser extent, the continuing increase in security threats and anti-Semitism.
Activities & Accomplishments during the Past Year
● Implement, monitor, and adjust the temple’s COVID-19 strategy and policies with the
Health & Wellness and the Safety Teams; coordinate with Rabbi & Ritual, Facilities,
School, the Office, and other stakeholders to adapt to changing conditions
● Develop a phased reopening plan based on medical advice and current conditions
● Support AV Team to upgrade infrastructure and enhanced streaming of services
● Work with Facilities on large scale repairs and remediation from two leaks impacting
the back stairwell and four classrooms – replaced carpeting, ceilings & walls
● Expand coordination with local US Attorney, law enforcement, and other organizations
● Explored opportunities to collaborate on safety with other congregations
Health & Wellness and Safety Teams and Structure
Thanks to numerous people for their time, talent, and ideas:
Safety and Prep Teams: provide the core leadership and structure for all safety related
issues; thanks to Izy Nardin, Steven Shelton, Doug Kadan, Lynn Albert, Stephanie Pompeo,
Al Slonim and Michael Marino.
Health & Wellness Team provides advice and best practices from medical professionals to
temple leadership with focus on COVID-19; members include Dr. Shannon Aymes, MD, MPH,
Dr. David Zeiler, MD, Dr. Benjamin Ose, MD, Karen Ginsburg, RN, BSN, Jessica Schmitt, RN,
BSN.
Ongoing Efforts and Priorities for Next Year
Greatest challenge and top priority is implementing the phased reopening so we can meet
and celebrate together in person; culminating in a full reopening and resumption of “normal”
activities, circumstances permitting.
Following that, plan to refocus on the safety and security challenges we face, given changing
circumstances and increasing threats. Looking at grants and funding for physical changes
include vehicle barriers and looking into an electronic access system for better control and
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protection. Revitalize the School Safety Team in preparation and support for the new school
year and improved planning, increased training and drills.
Contact us: Safety@bethshalomnc.org or Health@bethshalomnc.org with issues/ questions.
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President of Men’s Club 2020 - 2021
JOHN ROBINSON
The Men’s Club continued with the tradition of doing good work for the Temple and greater
community. Some of our activities included Al Slomin selling the latest Go Play Save books
which funds are used to provide all B’nei Mitzvah with their own Tanakh; monthly virtual
speaker programs. The Men’s club donated $3,000.00 to the General Fund this year to assist
the Congregation manage financial issues.
This past year we had many talented and interesting speakers including Judy and Michael
Stevens, David Zonderman, Hope Seidel, Alec Feinberg and Gail Joseph.
The Men’s Club mission statement is listed below:
The Men’s Club’s mission is to promote the fundamental and enduring principles of Judaism
through social activities, tzedakah and tikkun olam that strengthen our Beth Shalom
Congregation and the greater community. Our meetings on Sunday morning breakfasts
feature guest speakers, lively discussions, fellowship and great food.
The Beth Shalom Men’s Club supports our congregation youth by encouraging their growth so
that they can become vital members of our Temple and community. We seek to bring meaning
into action through fundraising and volunteer efforts.
Free membership is open to all male members of Beth Shalom over the age of 18.
We look forward to next year with many new exciting speakers, events and the return to
Sunday breakfasts made by Chef Edwardo along with the talented crew including Andy Klein,
Bill Frank, Leon McMahon, John Robinson, Bob Cheskis, Don Perlmutter, Bob Dank, David
Katzin.
We always welcome new members and new ideas so please let us know.
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President of Beth Shalom Women 2020 - 2021
SHARON LORD

Beth Shalom Women’s goal is to build a sense of community and enhance our experience of
‘being Jewish’ in this community. We had a very quiet year without any Women-specific
events. We continue to present gifts to B'nei Mitzvah students and Judy Stevens has kept
our Gift Shop open and updated.
Look for a planning meeting in late June to set next year's calendar, hopefully to include social
outings, craft or cooking lesson nights, and ritual learning opportunities in the Wine, Women &
Wonder format.
Please contact me if you are interested in helping plan and run any of these events!
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Beth Shalom Board of Directors 2020 - 2021
President- Beth Nathison
Immediate Past President- Lynn Albert
Treasurer- Barnaby Court for Judy Rosalez
Recording Secretary- Jen Kennedy
Vice President of Administration- Jen Kennedy for Larry Ginsburg
Vice President of Community- Jessica Schmitt
Vice President of Facilities- Michael Marino
Vice President of Fundraising- Jamie Schimmel
Vice President of Lifelong Learning- Leslie Sauerbrei
Vice President of Membership- was open
VP of Operations - Pam Rehbock
Vice President of Prayer- Judith Hodgins
VP of Safety and Systems - Toby Kennedy
Member-at-Large- was open
President of Beth Shalom Women- Sharon Lord*
President of Men’s Club- John Robinson*
● Ex Officio Members
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Nominees for Board of Directors Vacancies 2021-2022
President- open
Immediate Past President- Beth Nathinson
Recording Secretary- Don Perlmutter
Vice President of Administration- Jen Kennedy
Vice President of Community- Laura Sokol-Meade
Vice President of Facilities- Michael Marino and Al Slonim
Vice President of Fundraising- open
Vice President of Membership- Marty Zuckerman
VP of Operations - Nancy Yaguda
Vice President of Prayer- Kate Steiman
VP of Safety and Systems - Toby Kennedy
Member-at-Large- Maxine Senet
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Current Committees and Contact Email Addresses
The endowment/investment committee assists the Treasurer in overseeing the
congregational investments. finance@bethshalomnc.com
The Finance Committee assists the treasurer in overseeing the finances of the
congregation including the investment of congregation funds and the modification and
execution of the financial policies of the congregation. finance@bethshalomnc.com
The Membership Committee is responsible for welcoming new families and assisting
them in becoming a part of the Beth Shalom community, so that each family feels
supported and welcomed. The Membership Committee is committed to all aspects of
new member recruitment at Beth Shalom, maintaining communication channels with all
prospective members. Lastly, the Membership Committee works closely with all
committees, to create an atmosphere that encourages members of Beth Shalom to
continue their active participation in all aspects of temple life for as long as they reside
in the community. It helps to promote temple involvement and a sense of belonging,
improve communication between leadership, staff and members, and monitor member
status.
Meets the first Monday of each Month in the temple flex space at 6:30pm.
membership@bethshalomnc.com
Archive committee - This committee is responsible for gathering, organizing and
maintaining historical documents about Beth Shalom. The documents may include
documents such as Beth Shalom Charter, History of Rabbis, Presidents, Newsletters,
and locations of services. It might also include history of where we hold/held services,
historical photographs and newspaper articles. This committee is also responsible for
housing this information and sorting it so we can find historical information that has
been collected. adminvp@bethshalomnc.com
The Newsletter & e-News Committee creates and publishes the monthly newsletter
for Beth Shalom. This task includes gathering articles, information and advertising to
ensure that the Beth Shalom community is informed of events and activities that are
happening at Beth Shalom adminvp@bethshalomnc.com
The Religious School Committee assists, supports and advises the Director of
Religious Education in her role as head of the religious school. This includes
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maintaining open communications with religious school parents through bimonthly"
parent chat" meetings, helping with special holiday celebrations and other events, and
promoting the school's fundraising programs. The chair of this committee also helps
establish the school budget, personnel, and curricula.
edcommittee@bethshalomnc.com
The Facilities Rental committee develops the policies for allowing outside groups to
use the facilities of Beth Shalom. The members set the guidelines, responsibilities, and
protections that must be followed. They also work with the Finance Committee to create
an appropriate pricing strategy for Building Rentals. office@bethshalomnc.com
The Landscape Committee is responsible for everything outside. They create
landscaping plans to enhance the outside beauty of our temple and are responsible for
all plants and maintenance of the Beth Shalom Grounds including the watering of
plants, mowing the lawn and any maintenance of outside playground equipment.
landscaping@bethshalomnc.com
The Hineinu Caring Committee is responsible for the physical, emotional, and spiritual
support of our Beth Shalom community. This committee helps Beth Shalom members
celebrate joyous events and also helps members deal with trying times. It supports the
Beth Shalom community in performing mitzvot such as Bikur Kholim (visiting the sick),
Nihum Avelim (comforting the mourner), Nikhom Metzukah (comforting the distressed),
and Shalom Tinok (welcoming a new baby). community@bethshalomnc.com
The driving mission of the Social Action Committee is the pursuit of Tikkun Olam,
repairing the world (please see the Tikkun Olam section of the website). This committee
provides individual and group opportunities that allow members to pursue tikkun olam
through tzedakah and acts of kindness. Such opportunities include the Yom Kippur
Food Drive, the annual Blood Drive and Mitzvah Day, in which families work with local
charities to improve our community and respond to those in need.
community@bethshalomnc.com
The Social Committee creates, plans and organizes social events which allow
members to strengthen existing friendships and form new ones. Their work is an
integral part of creating a fun, engaged community here at Beth Shalom. Events have
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included a family Hanukkah party, the adult Purim party, the annual pool party, and other
family game nights. community@bethshalomnc.com
The Youth Group Advisory Committee serves as the “behind the scenes” support
and advocacy committee for both the senior and junior youth groups at Beth Shalom. It
assists by representing the youth groups at education meetings, acting as the liaison
between the youth groups and both the parents and the congregation, tracking finances
and budgets, scheduling and programming for the youth groups, and writing policies
and procedures for everything related to our youth programs. Anyone is welcome and
encouraged to join! ygap@bethshalomnc.com
The Fundraising committee creates fundraising opportunities within Beth Shalom and
with the community, centralizes all Fundraising activities and works with the
Communication Committee to publicize these events. Members of this committee also
create guidelines and goals to assist in meeting the budget needs of Beth Shalom.
fundraising@bethshalomnc.com
The Music committee is charged with incorporating new music with our traditional
music for regular Shabbat services, and all special musical services including Shabbat
Shira, Chanukah, Pesach, and S’lichot, as well as with our largest choral and
instrumental event, the High Holy Days services. The committee arranges for practices,
provides for the sheet music, coordinates with other musical entities of the temple and
acts as a teacher and leader for many musical needs. New songs and tunes are also
taught to the congregation as a result of the music contributions. It is also the goal of the
committee to utilize the many talents of our membership, to enhance our musical
experience and to encourage our younger members to participate in Music programs.
music@bethshalomnc.com
The Ritual committee is charged with the planning and enhancement of ritual services
including Shabbat, High Holy Days, holidays, and other religious observances. The
committee also provides guidelines and procedures for religious events and family
celebrations such as conversions, births, Hebrew naming, etc. Members of the
committee work closely with the Rabbi, bringing his ideas to life, as well as those
contributions of committee members. Past events have included the publication of Beth
Shalom’s own Siddurs, the organization of a group tour of Israel, and honoring our
members who have been married for 50 years or more with a ceremony and
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celebration. The Ritual committee is also charged with maintaining our ritual items such
as the Torah scrolls and has made contributions such as providing the temple with a
Yahrzeit board. prayer@bethshalomnc.com
The Sound/AV committee is responsible for maintaining and providing resources for all
sound and A/V needs, and for services and special events. The Sound Committee
works with other committees to determine the appropriate needs at events and assists
in providing staff and equipment to satisfy those needs. It is also responsible for the
maintenance of the equipment. prayer@bethshalomnc.com
The Safety & Security Committee works to create and maintain the security of Beth
Shalom by providing a safe environment for members, securing our building, and
securing our major assets. These duties involve working with local law enforcement and
other such agencies. There are several committees related to this committee:
● Core Safety Leadership this is a 5-person group – Links back to all the other
safety teams and initiatives. Overall leadership, guidance, strategy & oversight
for the entire safety program. Safety@bethshalomnc.org
● Prep Team A larger team that includes members of the core Safety Leadership
plus other key representatives from Events, Facilities, Ushers, Parking and
others as needed. Deals with large scale events and planning, including safety.
Evaluates major and/or sensitive events for safety issues or additional security.
Safety@bethshalomnc.org
● Health & Wellness Team A newly formed group of medical professionals to
advise the larger safety team and the school on medical, health and wellness
issues. Focus on communicable diseases (flu, coronavirus, norovirus, etc), first
aid, CPR and AED including research, protocols, training and communications.
Help us develop best practices given advice from medical professionals, local &
state health authorities, the CDC and WHO adapted to our circumstances and
resources. Health@bethshalomnc.org
● School Safety Team Serves under the joint purview of the Religious School
Director and the VP – Safety. Composed of multiple parents plus school & safety
leadership. Key responsibility for any school related safety issues.
Safety@bethshalomnc.org
● Safety Coordinator Key representative and liaison to law enforcement and the
Federation. Various task forces & Intelligence sharing information. Schedules
off-duty officers and deputies as needed. Safety@bethshalomnc.org
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